STATEN ISLAND RAP STAR CJ SIGNS TO WARNER
RECORDS
FRENCH MONTANA SET TO EXECUTIVE PRODUCE THE HITMAKER’S
DEBUT EP
CJ’S HIT SINGLE “WHOOPTY” IS EXPLODING ACROSS ALL
PLATFORMS
LISTEN HERE – WATCH HERE

DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE

January 13, 2021 (Los Angeles, CA) – Today, rising Staten Island rapper CJ has announced his
signing to Warner Records. Billboard highlighted the news saying, "With his first Warner EP,
executive produced by French Montana, set to be released soon, CJ now looks to solidify his status
beyond his breakthrough hit." It’s a major statement from an artist who is well on his way to a
spot among rap’s elite.
After an explosive 2020 for CJ, which saw the release of his breakout drill anthem
"Whoopty," Warner Records are understandably excited to bring him into the fold.
Co-chairman and CEO Aaron Bay-Schuck said, “We first reached out to CJ after hearing
‘Whoopty,’ which we loved instantly, but more importantly, upon meeting him, his star power

was obvious as was his ambition to be an artist at the highest level. The depth of CJ’s debut
project will surprise people. Not only is the quality high top to bottom, but it feels urgent. He does
an amazing job showing his dedication to NY drill music, while simultaneously emphasizing he’s
more than just what you are hearing on ‘Whoopty.’”
The label’s co-chairman and COO Tom Corson added, “I love CJ! He’s got a point of view, reps a
great island and city, and has a brand building vibe. CJ's definitely NEXT UP!”
Label vet James Cruz (CJ's uncle and manager) said, “CJ is the sum of all parts of my career and
industry experience. Expect the unexpected from this young Jedi and the amazing team at
Warner.”
CJ’s rise over the past year has been astronomical. “Whoopty,” full of breathless flows and
haunting choirs, hit NY radio in the late summer and bloomed into a national smash through its
success on TikTok, where it quickly accumulated over 200 million views. Since then, “Whoopty”
has garnered over 280 million streams across platforms, earned coveted slots on Spotify’s
RapCaviar and Apple Music's Today's Hits playlists, and catapulted up the Billboard charts. The
track is currently #27 on the Hot 100, as well as #9 on the Hot R&B/Hip-Hop chart. CJ also hit #1
on the Billboard Emerging Artist chart and is #10 on the Global 200 chart. "Whoopty" is a Top 10
Global Spotify smash, is already certified Platinum in Canada, and is the #1 song at YouTube UK.
CJ’s peers loved “Whoopty” just as much as fans did. He got co-signs from a slew of big names
including Cardi B, French Montana, Wiz Khalifa, Busta Rhymes, The Heavy Hitters,
and Hot97. Complex and The New York Times each named “Whoopty” one of the best songs of
2020. His new partnership with Warner will surely mean more plaques, groundbreaking records,
and praise for NYC rap worldwide.
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ABOUT CJ:
In the summer of 2020, CJ's infectious and booming “Whoopty” rose from Staten Island obscurity
to national spotlight in weeks, and with good reason. Rapped in CJ’s lean, percussive style, the
track is undeniably great and wildly catchy, as threatening as it is stylish, gritty but full of
promise—all qualities embodied by the MC himself, who’s since grown a huge international
following and been named Billboard’s #1 Emerging Artist. The fact that CJ, who is 100 percent
Puerto Rican and was raised by a single mother, hails from a borough that hasn’t produced a
major rap act since the Wu makes his rise an even greater testament to his skill and charisma. CJ
wrote his first bars at 7 and started recording as a teen, digging up beats online, crossing the city
to hit different studios, and rapping about the anxieties that haunted him as an ambitious youth
(see “On Me”). In 2018, his remix of Gunna’s “Toast Up” earned him more ears, but CJ really came
into his own during 2020 quarantine. With studios shut down and drill blaring from nearby
windows, he put pen to paper, writing song after song. After all that honing and nurturing by
industry vet and manager, James Cruz, “Whoopty” burst out the next time he got in front of a mic.
The song was equal parts delirious, fun, and street, thick with New York slang and sprinkled with
Spanish. It also racked up over 110 million views on YouTube and 200 million on TikTok, where it
sparked two dance challenges. CJ’s hustle earned him a deal with Warner Records, too, and now
with a slate of singles on deck, he plans to show just how versatile he is while proudly putting
Staten on his back.
CONNECT WITH CJ:
Instagram | Twitter | Facebook | YouTube

For more information, please contact:
Aishah White | Warner Records
Aishah.White@warnerrecords.com

